Customer Success Story

STOPzilla
Improving support and
saving money.

INDUSTRY: Software
HEADQUARTERS: Boca Raton, FL
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 50

“BoldChat is essential to our business,
for pre-sale, post-sale and customer
retention. Live chat is our first go-to
when customers want to contact us,
over any other channel.”
—JUAN PABLO ECHEVERRI, Operations
Manager, STOPzilla

CHALLENGE

As an award-winning creator of security and performance software,
STOPzilla has protected sensitive data for more than nine million users
worldwide. Even as a leader in the anti-spyware field, STOPzilla faced
significant and evolving challenges, such as a three-fold increase in
customer-acquisition costs in less than two years, as well as escalating
pressure on the support team due to improved sophistication of spyware
developers. As an ongoing issue, whenever scares of code hacks or
ransomware hit the news, customer inquiries spike by about 300%.
STOPzilla needs to field every inquiry as quickly as possible.
SOLUTION

Thanks to its simple, flexible and powerful interface, STOPzilla was able
to rapidly deploy BoldChat with little training. In fact, BoldChat was fully
installed and operational in less than 45 days. The deployment included
the creation and organization of canned responses, pre-chat surveys, a
complete proactive chat strategy, a highly customized chat window and
comprehensive operator training. STOPzilla implemented live chat links on
its website, inside its software and in auto-reply emails to give customers a
faster alternative to email. Agents gained the ability to effectively manage
multiple chats simultaneously, especially important during cyber-scare events,
and can easily escalate any chat to a live support session using the Rescue
integration.
RESULTS

Now, more than nine years after implementing BoldChat, STOPzilla has
experienced significant benefits, including:
• More than 70% cost savings in the first year alone, relative to STOPzilla’s
previous solution
• The ability to mitigate sudden rushes of customer calls by handling three
to four chats at a time, previously unfeasible with any other channel
• Approximate 50% decrease in the number of emails received, with more
customers preferring live chat interactions
• Stronger, more robust relationships with its customers who appreciate
immediate service and support
• A marked improvement in the support team’s overall effectiveness
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